Injection Therapy/Complex ‘B’
ARE HERE
Make an appt. today !
303-577-9977

Each

Vitamin B12 Shots

$20

Package

5 for $75 ($15.00 ea.)

Vitamin B12 boosts your energy level. Benefits can include improved sleep, reduced allergies, reduced stress
and depression, improved mood, and less frequent or severe headaches. Vitamin B12 injections contribute to
healthier immune systems and better brain & spine function.

Mic - B12 Shots

$25

5 for $95 ($19.00 ea.)

The MIC shot also has B12, and includes methionine, inositol and choline (MIC) to help reduce fat ! They work to
prevent excess fat buildup in the liver, and aid in the metabolism of stored fats while helping to reduce blood
cholesterol. This could be a good starter treatment if weight loss is goal.

LipoLean (SLIM) Shots

$35

5 for $129 ($25.80 ea.)

A Lipotropic shot that contains B12, + a combination of pharmaceutical-grade fat burning aminos & minerals
designed to burn fat and increase energy. Our formula contains: A higher dose of Vitamin B12 , essential MIC
Aminos to metabolize fat , L-Carnitine & Valine to increase metabolism, Chromium to lessen cravings.
Combining these “Lipotropic” ingredients allow the body to better metabolize fat for elimination.

RELAX (.5 ML)/RELAX XL(1 ML) $25/$45

5 for $89/$165

($17.80/$33ea.)

Can help with Stress, Anxiety, and Depression- along with muscle tension and elevated blood pressure.
Pharmaceutical-grade of Magnesium and GABA ( amino acid which calms nervous activity) Plus, other
aminos & adrenal aides that have found to be beneficial in improving mental function and stress level.
With recent studies show nearly 40% of the population have very low levels of vitamin B12. As B12 injections are an
efficient way to supplement one’s diet. The benefits of vitamin B12 are well known including increased energy, higher
metabolism and improved cognitive functioning…but – because of the low absorption rates through the stomach – unless
you plan on eating a bunch of liver or taking a dozen pills each day, you won’t be able to get the same level of b12 in your
bloodstream that an injection could. Vitamin B12 has numerous functions in our body which includes the conversion of
stored carbohydrates into glucose so the body can quickly & efficiently burn thru it as energy source.
Everyone knows that B12 is a great energy booster. Margaret Thatcher had weekly
injections of B12 to sustain her high energy levels ( as has Madonna, Justin Timberlake,
Will Smith, and countless sports stars including Denver Bronco- RB Terrell Davis).
Besides the metabolic benefits, Vitamin B12 is essential for the development and
maintenance of red blood cells, and contributes towards healthy nervous & cardiovascular
systems. The health consequences of vitamin B12 deficiency can include anemia,
neuropathy, irritability, and depression.

